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Abstract
This article describes a series of contributions in the field of real-time simulation of soft tissue biomechanics. These
contributions address various requirements for interactive simulation of complex surgical procedures. In particular,
this article presents results in the areas of soft tissue deformation, contact modelling, simulation of cutting, and haptic
rendering, which are all relevant to a variety of medical interventions. The contributions described in this article share
a common underlying model of deformation and rely on GPU implementations to significantly improve computation
times. This consistency in the modelling technique and computational approach ensures coherent results as well as
efficient, robust and flexible solutions.
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1. Introduction
During the past decade, a number of new minimally
invasive surgical techniques have been introduced in an
effort to reduce patient’s pain, recovery time, and in
some cases, operating time. One of the most important
changes has been laparoscopic surgery, which brought
new technologies into the operating room and created a
distance between the surgeon and the patient. More re-
cently, other minimally invasive techniques have been
proposed, such as natural orifice transluminal endo-
scopic surgery, which can be considered as an evolution
of laparoscopic surgery. As a new surgical technique,
laparoscopy requires surgeons to acquire new skills, and
adapt to changes from conventional open surgery (e.g.
amplified tremor, diminished tactile sensation, loss of
depth perception). This has been a motivation for a
number of works in the field of surgery simulation, real-
time deformable models, or haptic rendering (see for in-
stance Marescaux et al. (1998), Picinbono et al. (2000),
Brown et al. (2002), Forest et al. (2004), or Harders
(2008)). As a result, it has been demonstrated that the
use of computer-based simulators can lead to a more ef-
fective and systematic training, thus providing objective
assessment of technical competence (Seymour et al.,
2002). Other studies also show that the skills learned
thanks to a simulation can be transfered into the operat-
ing room (see Grantcharov et al. (2004) for instance).
Figure 1: GPU-based simulation of multiple anatom-
ical structures reconstructed from a CT dataset. The
simulation is based on a series of methods proposed
in this article and involves implicit co-rotational FEM,
frictional contacts, and cutting with haptic feedback.
More recently, a new thrust has appeared with the de-
velopment of medical imaging techniques which could
make it possible to develop patient-specific simulations.
Such simulations could be beneficial in certain situa-
tions, when the patient presents a rare pathology or
when the best surgical strategy is unclear. In this case
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the simulation can be used as an efficient planning tool,
however more realistic models of the patient’s anatomy
and behaviour are required. A final step concerns the
use of augmented reality systems for image guided
surgery, to improve the accuracy and limit the adverse
effects of surgery. In order to register pre-operative data
on the real organs (to visualize the targeted area while
the procedure is progressing for instance) accurate, real-
time biomechanical models are needed, but their inter-
action with medical devices also needs to be modelled.
Such interactions not only involve tissue manipulation,
but also tissue dissection.
In this context, the development of fast algorithms
to compute the deformation, contact response, cutting
and haptic feedback of soft tissues could enable a num-
ber of the aforementioned applications. More specifi-
cally, when considering requirements for realistic inter-
active simulations of medical procedures, several ele-
ments seem mandatory: anatomical models and tissue
properties need be patient-specific and obtained with-
out complex additional procedure; soft tissue behaviour
needs to be realistic and demonstrate a predictive capa-
bility, yet it should be compatible with real-time com-
putation; interactions with the surrounding anatomy and
with medical devices need to involve advanced contact
models that can be be computed in real-time; the differ-
ent types of dissection performed on soft tissues should
be simulated; and finally realistic visual and haptic feed-
back should be provided to create a higher level of im-
mersion, in particular during training sessions.
1.1. Previous Work
Among the numerous publications in the field of
biomechanics, real-time deformable models, collision
detection, contact modelling or haptics, few methods
have been proposed to address all (or at least a majority)
of the requirements listed above. Among the existing
approaches which at least partially aim at this objective,
we can cite methods based on spring-mass networks,
methods based on linear elasticity, and explicit finite el-
ement models for non-linear materials.
Mass-spring networks: one of the most popular
methods for real-time computation of the deformation
of soft objects is based on spring-mass networks (see
Montgomery et al. (2002) for instance). In addition,
such an approach is well suited to benefit from GPU-
based acceleration, as demonstrated by (Sorensen et al.,
2006). Another obvious advantage of using spring-mass
networks is their ability to handle topological changes
at a reduced computational cost. Yet, although they
are quite simple to implement and very fast to com-
pute, spring-mass methods fail to properly character-
ize soft tissues deformation as they introduce artificial
anisotropy through the choice of the mesh, and make it
difficult to relate spring stiffness to material properties
such as Young modulus. A recent work by Delingette
(2008) has shown that such a relationship can be estab-
lished in the case of hyperelastic constitutive laws. In
this case, it is possible to compute springs stiffness on
triangular and tetrahedral meshes relating to St Venant-
Kirchhoff materials.
Linear elasticity with a finite element method:
there are several instances in the literature of real-
time simulation which rely on linear elasticity. Initial
work (see Bro-Nielsen and Cotin (1996), Cotin et al.
(1999) or James and Pai (1999)) made the assump-
tion of small displacements and often relied on pre-
computed responses based on Finite Element Models
(FEM) and related techniques. The main benefit of
approaches based on pre-computation is the important
speed up that can be obtained, allowing not only real-
time deformations but also haptic feedback. However,
two main issues arise from such approaches, the first
one is the impact of cutting on the pre-computed re-
sponse, the second one is the inherent limitation of the
small strain assumption. Some solutions have been pro-
posed to solve the first problem, using for instance nu-
merical techniques to update a pre-inverted stiffness ma-
trix (Lee et al., 2005). The small strain limitation is
known to lead to incorrect results (in particular when
rotations are applied). An elegant solution for this prob-
lem was introduced by Felippa (2000) and is known as
the co-rotational method. Other methods have been pro-
posed to extend the idea of pre-computation, but in the
case of geometrically non-linear deformations (Barbicˇ
and James, 2005) (Mahvash and Hayward, 2004).
Explicit non-linear FEM: another strategy to deal
with real-time computation of soft-tissue deformations
when relying on a finite element approach is to base the
computation on an explicit integration scheme, as pro-
posed by Taylor et al. (2008) for instance. The main
advantage is that the solving process only involves the
mass matrix, which is diagonal if mass lumping is used.
Thus, the equations of motion can be decoupled and
each degree of freedom can be solved independently.
The solving process is then very quick and its paral-
lelization is quite straightforward (Comas et al., 2008).
Explicit integration methods are particularly well suited
for applications such as real-time non-rigid registration
of brain shift during surgery (Joldes et al., 2009b). In
this case, only the steady state of the deformation is
sought and the mass can be artificially increased in order
to deal with stiff materials (Joldes et al., 2009a).
However, our goal is different. We aim at simulat-
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ing complex, user-controlled interactions between med-
ical devices and anatomical structures that are often de-
formable. This leads to complex interactions which are
unpredictable and discontinuous in time (non smooth
contact problems for instance). Additionally, such sim-
ulations are dynamic by nature, and may involve haptic
feedback and topological changes. Based on these re-
quirements, the choice of an implicit integration scheme
offers the best tradeoff between robustness, stability,
convergence and computation time, in particular when
combined with a GPU implementation. Although this
choice leads to added difficulties compared to an ex-
plicit approach, we show in this paper that it can be at
the center of a framework which addresses all the re-
quirements of interactive simulations.
1.2. Many-cores Architectures
In recent years, the computational hardware available
in high-performance workstations shifted from increas-
ingly efficient but complex sequential computational
units, to smaller units, each not much faster than pre-
vious generations, but duplicated to be able to execute
more threads in parallel. This evolution has taken place
both in the design of CPUs and recent Graphics Process-
ing Units (GPUs). The latest generation of GPUs con-
tains hundreds of computation units (240 in NVIDIA
Geforce 285 GTX, 1600 in ATI Radeon 5870). This rad-
ical architectural change has important consequences on
the type of algorithms which are applicable in interac-
tive simulations.
In terms of programming, general purpose computa-
tions on GPUs initially required the use of graphics-
oriented libraries. Recently, the two major GPU ven-
dors released general programming APIs, CUDA (Nick-
olls et al., 2008) and CTM (Peercy et al., 2006) which
provide direct access to the underlying parallel proces-
sors of the GPU, as well as full instruction sets, such
as double precision computations and write operations
at arbitrary locations. In 2009, a multi-vendor stan-
dard, named OpenCL (Munshi, 2008), was released,
with a programming model very similar to CUDA. In
the following sections we present a series of algorithms
which have been implemented in CUDA. It is relatively
straightforward to also implement them in OpenCL if
necessary.
1.3. Summary of the Contributions
In this article we introduce a suite of methods which
rely on a common underlying model to obtain a coher-
ent answer to the various requirements of an interactive
simulator. For this we choose a non-linear corotational
model with implicit integration (section 2), associated
with a methodology for handling contact and stable hap-
tic rendering (section 3), as well as an efficient approach
to simulate cutting (section 4). Finally we show GPU
implementations of these methods which produce a fast
and stable simulation of soft tissue deformation. These
contributions are illustrated in a simulation of laparo-
scopic hepatectomy (section 5).
2. GPU Implementation of Implicit Deformations
The behaviour of deformable structures such as soft
tissues is described by a constitutive law which needs to
be solved using a numerical technique. As we also con-
sider the dynamics of the bodies, an integration scheme
also needs to be chosen. There is a relatively large gap
between models typically used in the field of biome-
chanics and approaches traditionally chosen to obtain
real-time computation of deformable bodies. An ap-
proach which is gaining a lot of ground in real-time
soft tissue deformation is the combination of linear elas-
tic material with a finite element method (FEM). Al-
though more complex to implement, FEM methods are
the usual choice in biomechanics for numerically solv-
ing the partial differential equations of constitutive laws.
The simplest model is to use a linear stress-strain rela-
tionship. However, such models are not invariant by ro-
tation, i.e. simply rotating an object will create non-null
forces. The co-rotational method, introduced by Felippa
(2000) provides a relatively simple mean to handle large
displacements and geometrical non-linearities.
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Figure 2: Co-rotational FEM: a local frame is com-
puted on each element to estimate the local rigid mo-
tion.
2.1. Equations of Motion for Deformable Objects
An expression of the internal and external forces ap-
plied to the simulated objects depending on the current
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state is given as f(x, v), where x, v, f are respectively the
position, velocity and force vectors. The acceleration a
can then be defined using the mass matrix M and New-
ton’s second law: M· a = f(x, v). This introduces a non-
linear ordinary differential equation system.
Implicit schemes provide several advantages, in par-
ticular improved stability with relatively large time
steps. This is particularly relevant for interactive sim-
ulations involving contacts with virtual devices con-
trolled by an operator. Using implicit time integration
schemes requires however to compute the solution of a
non-linear system of equations at each time step. For
instance, a backward Euler scheme, which updates ve-
locities and positions based on accelerations at the end
of the time step, can be described as:
vt+h = vt + h at+h xt+h = xt + h vt+h (1)
M· at+h = f(xt+h, vt+h) (2)
As the forces at the end of the time step are not
known, a first-order approximation is used:
f(xt+h, vt+h) ≈ f(xt, vt)+K· (xt+h−xt)+B· (vt+h−vt) (3)
where K is the stiffness matrix and B the damping ma-
trix. Substituting (1) and (3) into (2) provides the final
linearized system :(
M − hB − h2K
)︸               ︷︷               ︸
A
·dv = h f(xt, vt) + h2 K· vt︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
b
(4)
where dv = h at+h = vt+h − vt.
In our approach, the system of equations defined by
the co-rotational FEM is solved iteratively using a Fil-
tered Conjugate Gradient method (Baraff and Witkin,
1998). This iterative method can be tuned to trade-off
accuracy for speed by controlling the number of iter-
ation and residual error threshold. In practice, only a
few tens of iterations are required to obtain a stable and
visually satisfying simulation. Interestingly, the matrix
needs not be explicitly computed, as only matrix-vector
multiplications and vector dot products are applied in
the iterative solution.
2.2. Parallelization on GPU
This section describes the main parallelization and
optimization techniques used to implement on GPU the
mechanical computations as used in our framework.
Forces Computation: to parallelize a given set of
computations on a GPU it is necessary to extract a mas-
sive level of parallelism, on the order of tens of thou-
sands of tasks.
Our approach is to avoid of computing a large sparse
system matrix such as in equation (3). Instead, we com-
pute for each element e its local stiffness matrix Ke, and
we obtain the local forces with :
fe = Re·Ke·RTe ·ue (5)
Where ue the displacement vector and Re the local rota-
tion of an element. All these computations are indepen-
dent and are straightforward to parallelize. However we
then need to accumulate these internal forces from FEM
elements to vertices which are shared by multiple ele-
ments. Thus, computation threads need to scatter their
results on a set of shared variables. Such operations can
be represented as a graph, where nodes represent shared
variables and edges computations between them.
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Figure 3: Parallel write conflicts can be removed by
(a) mesh partitioning, (b) graph coloring or (c) trans-
forming scatter into gather.
A very common technique to parallelize such graphs
is to partition it into a set of subgraphs (Fig. 3a), each
computed by a different processor. The computations
on the border between partitions will have to be han-
dled specifically, creating overheads. This method is
efficient only if the number of processors is small com-
pared to the number of nodes in the graph. An alter-
native method, graph-coloring (Fig. 3b), partition the
graph into sub-graphs such as a node is never shared
between edges. This allow to execute all edges within
each subgraph in parallel, but requires n − 1 synchro-
nizations if n partitions (or colors) are necessary.
Finally, another method consists in transforming the
parallel scatter operation into a parallel gather. Instead
of computing edges in parallel, the nodes are processed
in parallel, each gathering the results from the con-
nected edges (Fig. 3c). This requires either duplicating
the computations of each edge in the threads of the two
connected nodes, or using a temporary buffer to store
the result of each edge computation, and then doing the
gather step reading from this buffer. This final method
is used to implement the FEM forces computation :
1. First, using one thread per tetrahedron, all per-
element computations are done in parallel, and the
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r = b // initial residual with
s = 0
δ0 = dot(r, r)
i = 1
while i <= imax do
δi = dot(r, r)
if δi ≤ ǫ2δ0 then break
β = δi
δi−1
p = β p+ r
q = M ∗ p− h2K ∗ p
den = dot(p, q)
if den ≤ threshold
then break
α = δi
den
s = s+ α p
r = r − α q
i = i+ 1
Figure 4: Task graph and algorithm for GPU Conju-
gate Gradient. Squares represent data vectors, while
circles represent computation tasks. GPU tasks are
shown in yellow whereas CPU tasks are shown in red.
Arrows define data dependencies, from which we can
deduce the required ordering for the computations and
data transfers. To highlight important steps affecting
execution speed, data transfers between the CPU and
GPU as well as computationally intensive tasks are
shown in bold.
result is stored independently for each element in
the temporary vector.
2. Then, using one thread per vertex, the forces on
each vertex are accumulated, using a pre-computed
array storing for each vertex the indices of all con-
nected tetrahedron.
Parallel Implicit Solver: implicit integration
schemes require a complex architecture, as one or more
linear systems need be solved. Other than simple lin-
ear vector algebra, only matrix–vector products are re-
quired, which can be implemented directly without ac-
tually computing or storing the matrix itself. This is
illustrated in Figure 4, describing a backward Euler im-
plicit integration using the Conjugate Gradient algo-
rithm. Compute dForce and add M dx tasks correspond
to the multiplication of a vector by the respective stiff-
ness and mass matrices. Two scalar values, resulting
from dot product operations, must be transmitted back
to the CPU at each iteration to evaluate the convergence
criteria. This limited data exchange between GPU and
CPU helps maintain a very efficient computational per-
formance.
2.3. Performance Evaluation
When using the proposed approach for computing the
dynamics of a deformable object, we obtain speed-ups
between 15× and 35× on a GeForce GTX 280 compared
to a sequential implementation on a Core 2 Quad at 3.00
GHz (see Figure 5). This test was performed on a mesh
with 41, 000 nodes, with simulation times of 1.4 FPS on
the CPU and 46.15 FPS on GPU.
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Figure 5: Computational speed-up obtained with the
GPU version of a co-rotational implicit FEM models.
3. Modelling Complex Interactions
Whether they are targeted for training, planning or
per-operative guidance, the simulations we consider
need to account for interactions with the surrounding
anatomy or with medical devices. While the biome-
chanical behaviour of soft-tissues has been well stud-
ied, a few works exist regarding the mechanical interac-
tions between anatomical structures. These interactions
are not always of the same nature: interaction types in-
clude contacts with friction, direct mechanical connec-
tions, or links through connective tissues, for instance.
For tissue-tool interactions, most approaches rely on a
simple contact models, and rarely account for friction.
The way contacts are handled remains an open prob-
lem (Acary and Brogliato, 2008) even if a significant
amount of work can be found on this subject (Johnson,
1985; Wriggers, 2002). All these interactions play a key
role in the overall behaviour of soft-tissues and there-
fore the way they are processed highly influences the
post-impact motion of the interacting objects.
This section offers an overview of our approach
and shows how to optimize the computation for co-
rotational models. A GPU implementation is also de-
scribed, in order to provide another means to improve
computational efficiency. Finally, we also show how
optimal haptic rendering can be obtained using the pro-
posed method.
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3.1. Constraint-based Approach
In this work, the various interactions are modelled us-
ing a set of constraints. For each constraint, we assign a
law, which depends on the relative position of interact-
ing objects1:
Φ(x1, x2) = 0 (6)
Ψ(x1, x2) ≥ 0 (7)
Where Φ represents the bilateral interaction laws (at-
tachement, sliding...) between object whereas Ψ rep-
resents unilateral interaction laws (contact, friction...).
These functions can be non-linear.
To solve these laws, we use a Lagrange Multipliers
approach and a single linearization by time step. For
both interacting objects, equation 4 is then replaced by:
A1dv1 = b1 + HT1 λ
A2dv2 = b2 + HT2 λ
(8)
where H1 = [ δΦδx1 ;
δΨ
δx1 ] and H2 = [
δΦ
δx2 ;
δΨ
δx2 ] and λ is the
unknown force vector applied to solve the constraints.
In order to solve λ the process is performed by the fol-
lowing steps.
Step 1 : interacting objects are solved independently
while setting λ = 0. We obtain what we call the free mo-
tion dvfree1 and dv
free
2 for each object. After integration,
we obtain xfree1 and x
free
2 .
Step 2 : the constraint laws are linearized:[
Φ(x1,t+h, x2,t+h)
Ψ(x1,t+h, x2,t+h)
]
︸               ︷︷               ︸
δt+h
=
[
Φ(xfree1 , x
free
2 )
Ψ(xfree1 , x
free
2 )
]
︸            ︷︷            ︸
δfree
+hH1dvcor1 +hH2dv
cor
2
(9)
With dvcor1 and dv
cor
2 being the unknown corrective mo-
tion when solving equation 8 with b1 = b2 = 0. When
gathering equations 8 and 9, we have:
δt+h = δ
free + h
[
H1A−11 H
T
1 + H2A
−1
2 H
T
2
]
(10)
We obtain the value of λ using a projected Gauss-Seidel
algorithm which iteratively verifies and projects the var-
ious constraint laws contained in Φ and Ψ (see Duriez
et al. (2006) for details).
Step 3 : When the value of λ is available, the correc-
tive motion is computed:
x1,t+h = xfree1 + hdv
cor
1 with dv
cor
1 = A
−1
1 H
T
1 λ
x2,t+h = xfree2 + hdv
cor
2 with dv
cor
2 = A
−1
2 H
T
2 λ
(11)
1For simplicity, we present the equations for two interacting ob-
jects 1 and 2, but the method applies to any number of interacting
bodies.
Equation 11 involves the inverse of matrix A, which
changes at every time step. Computing this inverse is
obviously too time consuming for real-time simulation
as soon as the objects involve more than a few hundred
nodes. Moreover, when dealing with multiple contact
points, we need to detect all colliding points and solve
the response while taking into account contact and fric-
tion laws. The following sections address these two
problems by taking advantage of some properties of co-
rotational models.
3.2. Compliance Warping
The computation of the matrix in equation 10 requires
the computation of matrix hA−1 of the interacting ob-
jects. This matrix is homogeneous to a compliance,
i.e. the inverse of a stiffness. With deformable ob-
jects undergoing large displacements, A−1 must be up-
dated when M, K and B change according to the non-
linear deformations. This computation is highly time-
consuming.
However, using the FEM based corotational model
presented above, we can obtain a good approximation
of the matrix A−1 using its value in the rest shape con-
figuration A−10 . First, at the beginning of the simulation,
we pre-compute the matrix A−10 . Then, as the model
account for the non-linear rotation which is induced by
the deformation, we evaluate a rotation at each node,
from its rest shape to its current shape. Finally, we ap-
proximate the value of the compliance matrix C ≈ hA−1
using the following equation:
C = hRA−10 R
T (12)
Where R is a 3× 3 block diagonal matrix which gathers
the rotations associated with object nodes. The rotation
evaluation is done using an average of the frames com-
puted for the elements in the direct neighborhood of the
point (see section 2.1). This simplification significantly
speeds up the computation of the matrix of Equation 10.
The speed up is enforced by using the sparsity of matri-
ces R (diagonal matrix) and H.
The same approximation is used when applying cor-
rective motion. Equation 11 becomes (for object 1, for
instance):
x1,t+h = xfree1 + C H
T
1 λ (13)
3.3. Contact Force Computation
The computation of multiple contact forces is a cen-
tral application of compliance warping method. In re-
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spect of the frictionless contact case, we build and solve
the following Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP):

δt+h = H1C1HT1 + H2C2H
T
2︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
W
λ + δfree
0 ≤ δt+h ⊥ λ ≥ 0
(14)
Where W is the warped matrix of the contacts compli-
ance. Several fast solvers can provide a solution for this
LCP (Murty, 1997). The solution guaranties Signorini’s
law: no interpenetration and well oriented forces. We
add friction using the Coulomb’s model: each contact
reaction force lies within a spacial conical region whose
height and direction is given by the normal force. Sev-
eral papers describe how to extend a LCP in order to in-
clude and solve friction (see, for instance Anitescu et al.
(1999) and Jourdan et al. (1998)). Our implementation
relies on the iterative Gauss-Seidel approach described
in (Duriez et al., 2006).
3.4. Corrective Motion
When the iterative solver has converged, every con-
straint law condition is fulfilled: contact and friction
laws are followed at each contact point and the obtained
motions avoid disturbing interpenetration. However, as
we use W, we rely on an approximate compliance. It
means that the motion created by these constraints is
not totally accurate even if the compliance warping pro-
vides a very good approximation.
To get a post-contact behavior that is coherent with
the LCP, we compute the constrained motion using the
same compliance warping method. The steps involved
in the corrective motion are:
1. We map the contact forces in the rest shape coor-
dinate frame: r0 = (HR)Tλ
2. We compute the displacement in the original coor-
dinate: dx0 = hA−10 r0
3. We rotate back the displacement to the current co-
ordinate frame: dx = Rdx0
4. We find the new position: xt+h = xfree + dx
These steps are processed for both interacting object 1
and 2 and can be executed in parallel.
3.5. GPU Implementation
The constraint process requires the computation of W
at each time step of the simulation. The size of this
square matrix depends on the number of constraints si-
multaneously involved. Its computation could quickly
become a bottleneck of real-time execution when a lot
of contacts are involved. Fortunately, the majority of
required operations can be massively parallelized.
One issue is to avoid writing conflicts: interacting
objects need to add data at the same location in the
compliance matrix. To solve this problem, each object
computes its own local compliance matrix WL indepen-
dently. Then we sum these sequentially to build W. Re-
placing (12) into (10) provides the final system :
W =
∑
h(HR)A0−1(HR)T︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
WL
(15)
Therefore, using 2 kernels per object we can build
global compliance matrix as follow :
1. Hr = HR
2. W = W + hHrA0−1HTr
Another issue is to select an efficient storage method
for dense and sparse matrices, as the performance of
GPU kernels is highly impacted by non regular memory
access. Indeed, H is a 3 × 3 block sparse matrix, R is
a 3 × 3 block-diagonal matrix and A0−1 is a dense ma-
trix. We use a vector to store R and a full matrix for
A0−1. Matrix H is highly sparse with non-zero values
only at the degrees of freedom influenced by contacts.
To improve the compatibility of this highly sparse ma-
trix with GPU computing, we use a Jagged Diagonal
Storage (Barrett et al., 1994). This allows all threads in
the same group of the first kernel to access aligned-data
on the same line, and just a local gathering operation is
necessary.
For the second kernel, we assign to each thread the
computation of one element of W, and we create groups
of threads for each line of the matrix. Thereby, in the
same group, the threads read to the same data in the
matrix H. We use GPU shared memory to accelerate
the computation. Finally, we add all values in the global
compliance matrix by reading the rows and columns ad-
dresses of H. Once the matrix is built, we solve equa-
tion (14) using Gauss-Seidel algorithm. We can choose
either to solve it while bringing back data on classical
CPU or to solve it directly on GPU (Courtecuisse and
Allard, 2009). We find that the Gauss-Seidel is more
efficient on GPU if the number of constraints is high
(more than a thousand).
3.6. Haptic Rendering
Precise modelling of mechanical interactions with
virtual instruments is essential to obtain both a realistic
behaviour and convincing haptic feedback. Haptic ren-
dering requires a high rate (from 300Hz to 1000Hz) for
force computation. For this we rely on the multi-rate
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haptic rendering technique presented in Saupin et al.
(2008), which separates the haptic loop from the sim-
ulation loop.
When the instruments create deformations on soft tis-
sues they modify the boundary conditions of the mod-
els and consequently modify their behaviour. We pro-
pose a physically-based model of interaction which ac-
counts for the mass Mhap of the instrument as well as
its stiffness Khap and damping Bhap (corresponding to
the gain in position and velocity of the control loop of
the haptic device). When the instrument is deformable
(for instance a flexible endoscope), matrix Khap also in-
cludes the deformation model of the instrument. Based
on Mhap, Bhap and Khap, we compute a compliance ma-
trix hA−1hap for the virtual instrument interacting with the
soft-tissues. This way, the proposed haptic rendering
model follows the same constraint-based modelling in-
troduced above. At each time step of the simulation
loop, we build the LCP using matrix W, and compute
the contact force λ from the LCP. The LCP and con-
tact force are then transmitted to the haptic loop to com-
pute inter-sampled forces during each time step of the
simulation loop. In the haptic loop, the value of δfree
is updated using new position xhap of haptic device. A
new computation of the LCP is then performed which
provides inter-sampled contact forces λ that can be dis-
played on the haptic device for a stable and very fast
rendering.
3.7. Performance Evaluation
Figure 6: Simulated grasping of the liver using a la-
paroscopic haptic device. During this interaction, the
liver can be in contact with the ribs, colon or stomach.
To illustrate the benefit of the compliance warping
approach in the context of the real-time simulation and
haptic rendering, we rely on a simulation of grasping
with a liver model composed of about 1, 300 tetrahedra.
The liver model as well as the surrounding anatomy are
obtained from a generic anatomical dataset (see Figure
6). The virtual laparoscopic grasper is controlled by a
Xitact IHP haptic device. During the interactions, the
instrument is in contact with the liver and the liver can
be in contact with other anatomical structures around it.
Up to 150 contact points can be detected leading to up
to 450 constraints. The simulation framerate is of 70
frames/sec on a CPU Intel i7 975 quad-core 3.33GHz
while the haptic thread runs at a frequency of 1 kHz,
leading to realistic and stable interactions.
If the same simulation is performed using a direct in-
version2 of the system matrix to compute the compli-
ance, the computation time is increased by a factor 50×,
which would limit the number of possible contact points
to a maximum of 10 in order to maintain real-time com-
putation.
4. Cutting
In this section, we extend our simulation methodol-
ogy to real-time virtual cutting of soft-tissues. Simulat-
ing cutting requires to modify the mesh of the object and
in response to update the system and compliance ma-
trices used in our computations. To simplify the prob-
lem, we break down the topology changes arising from
cutting into two simpler topology changes; element re-
moval and element addition, and update the topology
as a combination of these simpler changes. We com-
pute the impact of each topological change on the co-
rotational and warped compliance computations, as pre-
sented in the following sections.
4.1. Topology Modification
For FEM computation, the deformable model is
meshed into a set of volume elements which are con-
nected together by a topological map. The matrices
M, B and K presented above are built using this mesh
structure. Generally, cutting induces some changes to
the topological map as it disconnects a part of the ob-
ject. To simulate a cut based on physics, the mesh and
the matrices M, B and K should be adequately modified
to be consistent with the modified topology. Figure 7
shows the process we employ for the topology modifica-
tions. Rather than reconstructing the mesh and the ma-
trices, we incrementally update them from the current
state with three steps; element removal, element subdi-
vision, and element addition. A specific set of edges of
the virtual instrument is used to define cut-lines. Be-
tween times ti and ti+1, cut-lines define a cut-surface
that can potentially intersect some elements of the de-
formable mesh.
2To do the comparison, we use a direct sparse LDL solver that is
highly optimized for this type of computation.
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Figure 7: The soft-tissue mesh is cut and the topology
is incrementally updated.
Element removal: first, we remove the intersected
elements from the overall mesh of the object and then
we subtract the contribution of the removed elements
from the current matrices. For instance, the stiffness
matrix K is updated to Ku = Kc − ∑Nre=1 GeKeGTe ,
where Kc,Ku represent respectively the current and up-
dated stiffness matrix, Nr is the number of removed el-
ements, Ke is the element stiffness matrix, and Ge,GTe
are the globalization matrices which map the rows and
the columns of the element matrix to the global matrix.
The mass and damping matrices are also updated in a
similar way.
Element subdivision: secondly, we subdivide the re-
moved elements so that they can be aligned with the cut-
surface. This step is performed using the element subdi-
vision algorithm proposed by (Mor and Kanade, 2000).
In this step, several additional nodes are introduced to
build the new volumetric elements. The dimension of
the matrices M, B and K is extended to be consistent
with the new number of nodes.
Element addition: lastly, we add the subdivided el-
ements to the overall mesh of the object, and also add
the contribution of added elements to the current matri-
ces M, B and K. In this step, the contribution of the
new elements is added to the matrices as explained in
the element removal.
4.2. Compliance Matrix Update
As stated in section 3, the contact model relies on
an update of the compliance matrix computed for the
initial configuration of the mesh. As virtual cutting
takes place, this matrix is no longer valid and the pre-
computed compliance matrix should be recomputed.
However, a direct computation would involve the inver-
sion of large matrix A0 = (M0 + hB0 + h2K0), which is
computationally too demanding to be performed in real-
time. Since topological changes caused by the cutting
only alters a few entries of the matrices M0, B0 and K0,
we propose to use a low rank inverse update algorithm,
as a reasonable solution for real-time computation.
4.2.1. Low Rank Modification
Once the topology of the deformable object is modi-
fied by cutting, we update the matrix3 Ai = (Mi0 +hB
i
0 +
h2Ki0) to obtain a new A
i+1 where the superscript i rep-
resents the i′th modification. We define two types of
modification of the matrix Ai: low rank correction in-
volves a modification during which the size of the ma-
trix remains constant and low rank extension involves an
increase of the matrix size. Consequently, the updated
matrix Ai+1 can be divided into 4 block matrices:
Ai+1 =
[
Ai+111 A
i+1
12
Ai+121 A
i+1
22
]
(16)
The block matrix Ai+111 , the dimension of which is ex-
actly the same as matrix Ai, corresponds to the low rank
correction, and is computed by adding and subtracting
the contribution of the added and removed elements to
the current matrix Ai:
Ai+111 = A
i + GSGT (17)
where G, GT are the globalization matrices and S is the
correction matrix which is constructed by summing the
contribution of removed and added elements. The di-
mension of the correction matrix S is proportional to
the number of distinct nodes impacted by the removal
and addition of elements and, usually, it is very small
compared with that of the matrix Ai. In particular, as
the cutting process takes place over a period of time,
the number of modified elements per time step can be
bounded (see section 4.3.1). The block matrices Ai+112 ,
Ai+121 , A
i+1
22 correspond to the low rank extension which
is induced by the newly created nodes. The dimension
of square matrix Ai+122 , is proportional to the number of
added nodes during cutting, and it is also very small
compared with the dimension of the matrix Ai. To com-
pute the updated inverse matrix Ci+1 = (Ai+1)−1 accord-
ing to the modified matrix Ai+1, we employ two kinds
of low rank matrix inverse update algorithms; Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury formula which corresponds to the
low rank correction and Block-wise matrix inversion
which corresponds to the low rank extension.
3In the following, matrix A is computed in the rest shape configu-
ration: A = A0, we remove the subscript for sake of clarity.
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4.2.2. Low Rank Inverse Update
The updated compliance matrix can be expressed
with 4 block matrices like the updated system matrix.
Ci+1 =
[
Ci+111 C
i+1
12
Ci+121 C
i+1
22
]
=
[
Ai+111 A
i+1
12
Ai+121 A
i+1
22
]−1
(18)
Each block matrix can be computed using a block-wise
matrix inversion approach, as follows:
Ci+111 = (A
i+1
11 )
−1 + (Ai+111 )
−1Ai+112 Q
−1Ai+121 (A
i+1
11 )
−1
Ci+112 = (C
i+1
21 )
T = −(Ai+111 )−1Ai+112 Q−1
Ci+122 = Q
−1
(19)
where Q = (Ai+122 − Ai+121 (Ai+111 )−1Ai+112 ) is called as Schu¨r
complement of Ai+111 . To compute each block of the
compliance matrix Ci+1, first, we compute the inverse
of the matrix Ai+111 using Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
formula.
(Ai+111 )
−1 = (Ai + GSGT )−1
= Ci − CiG(S−1 −GCiGT )−1GT Ci (20)
Where Ci = (Ai)−1. Then, we compute the matrix Q
and Q−1 using the matrix (Ai+111 )
−1. Lastly, we compute
all the blocks of Ci+1 by multiplying and adding given
matrices.
Even though the proposed low rank inverse update
algorithm is computationally efficient, we propose a
GPU implementation to achieve real-time computation
on large meshes.
4.3. GPU Implementation
The previously described algorithm computes
(Ai+1)−1 using dense linear algebra operations, which
can be very efficiently implemented on parallel
architectures.
Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury update: this step is
performed by first evaluating the correction matrix S on
the CPU. The size of this matrix is small (it depends on
the number of nodes influenced by topological changes)
and can be transferred at a very limited cost to the GPU.
Three GPU kernels are then used to update (Ai+111 )
−1 as
follows:
1. U = CiG
2. T = UQ−1m with Qm = S−1 −GCiGT
3. (Ai+111 )
−1 = Ci − TUT
Although the first two steps could be computed on the
CPU, a GPU version has the benefit of avoiding addi-
tional data transfers between CPU and GPU. The third
kernel corresponds to the most expensive computation
and as such, needs to be optimized as much as possible.
Low-rank matrix extension: when elements are
added, we start by building Ai+122 on the CPU. Next, we
use a kernel, as previously, to compute the result of
Ai+121 (A
i+1
11 )
−1Ai+112 in order not to transfer (A
i+1
11 )
−1. We
store the result into a smaller matrix which is actually
transferred to compute the Schu¨r complement on CPU.
We finally update the compliance matrix using three
GPU functions. For this, we need a temporary matrix
with the same size as (Ai+111 )
−1 to resize the Ci matrix.
1. B12 = (Ai+111 )
−1Ai+112 Q
−1
2. B11 = (Ai+111 )
−1 + B12Ai+121 (A
i+1
11 )
−1
3.

Ci+111 = B11
Ci+112 = (C
i+1
21 )
T = −B12
Ci+122 = Q
−1
4.3.1. Performance Evaluation
Figure 8: Cutting simulation during interactive manip-
ulation of a liver model composed of 3,874 tetrahedra.
Two different liver meshes were used to evaluate our
method, one composed of 1, 607 tetrahedra and the sec-
ond of 3, 874. To ensure consistent measurements, a
pre-defined cut-line was used to progressively remove a
section of the organ. The compliance matrix was up-
dated at each time step and computation times were
recorded for each mesh. Computation times required to
update the compliance matrix were evaluated on an Intel
i7 975 quad-core CPU at 3.33 GHz and a Nvidia GPU
GeForce GTX 285. Computations are performed using
double precision on both architectures, as numerical in-
stabilities could arise during matrix inversion operations
when only simple precision is used.
Using the CUBLAS library to compute the most ex-
pensive kernels mentioned above, we manage to obtain
a speedup close to 5×. Although not as important as
in previous sections, this speed-up allows to use larger,
more detailed, meshes during simulations. It should be
noted that computation times depend on both the num-
ber of nodes in the mesh, and the number of nodes added
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or removed during each time step of the cutting oper-
ation. For instance, with a mesh composed of 1, 607
tetrahedral elements, only 22 msec are needed to up-
date the compliance matrix if an average of 2 nodes are
added or removed per time step. Similarly, 64 msec are
needed for a mesh with 3, 874 nodes. Although com-
putation cost highly grows with the number of elements
cut in the same time step, in practice laparoscopic cut-
ting is performed very progressively, therefore involv-
ing only a few elements per time step.
5. Simulation of Laparoscopic Hepatectomy
Every previously described algorithm has been im-
plemented in the SOFA framework (Allard et al., 2007)
in order to simulate a virtual laparoscopic hepatectomy.
This simulation is based on a patient data set4). During
such a procedure, multiple contacts occur between the
liver and the ribs, the stomach, and the colon, among
others (see figure 9) and a part of the liver (containing
the tumour) is removed. This resection is performed
progressively (after clamping the major veins located in
the section to be removed) using an electric cautery de-
vice, a harmonic scalpel, or similar devices.
The scene is simulated using a time step of 40 msec
for the Euler integration scheme. The laparoscopic
grasper is modelled using articulated rigid bodies and
the model is connected with Xitact IHP haptic inter-
face. Ribs are considered as rigid, while the liver, stom-
ach and colon are modelled as soft tissues using the co-
rotational implicit FEM model. Contacts are detected
and sampled using a Layered Depth Images (LDI) ap-
proach (Faure et al., 2008; Allard et al., 2010). During
interactions without cutting, computation times are con-
sistently below 35 msec for the whole simulation, and
using multi-rate technique, haptic forces are updated at
about 1kHz.
By introducing dry friction through Coulomb’s law
in our contact model, we obtain realistic grasping of
the soft-tissues: if not tightly closed, the grasper can
slip along the tissue surface. Through the proposed ap-
proach, different collision forces can be rendered with
high-fidelity: the user can feel the force when grasping
the liver but also the change of this force when the liver
collides with the ribs, the stomach and the colon. More-
over, the user can feel the stick-slip transition when the
grasper releases the liver. Interactive cutting is also pos-
sible (see Figure 9), but as mentioned previously, re-
mains currently limited to meshes of moderate size.
4Courtesy of IRCAD, www.ircad.fr/softwares/3Dircadb/3Dircadb2
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented new methods for
simulating in real-time realistic soft-tissues deforma-
tions, cutting and complex contacts with haptics. All
these contributions rely on a co-rotational implicit FEM
formulation and efficient GPU parallelizations. The re-
sults, demonstrated on a patient-specific laparoscopic
hepatectomy training system, represent an important
step toward simulation-based planning of complex pro-
cedures. While our results show the important speed-up
that can be obtained using GPUs, optimal performance
are not always straightforward to obtain.
Validation techniques are not presented in this pa-
per. However, reader can refer to Marchal et al. (2008)
which compare the co-rotational method with analytical
solution. The relative energy error represent less than
2% in case of large rotations. Then, we consider the fast
co-rotational model sufficiently accurate to be used in
an interactive simulator.
On the other hand, we also used the compliance warp-
ing approximation to solve contacts. But, this approx-
imation concerns only the deformation caused by con-
tacts and the corrective motion associated. Moreover,
the approximation is partly corrected by the free motion,
based on exact constitutive law, of the next time-step.
Finally, the element subdivision can produce an ill-
conditioned element which can cause numerical insta-
bility. Actually, this problem has not been completely
solved so far and still remains an open problem of cut-
ting simulation.
Figure 9: Real-time simulation of laparoscopic hep-
atectomy. Realistic soft tissue deformations, cutting
and complex contacts with haptics are possible using a
combination of novel methods based on a co-rotational
FEM formulation and dedicated GPU implementations.
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